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• A list of functions has been established following three categories.
Thirteeen (13) indicators were selected among the variables of the work
of Grechi et al. (2013).

•The indicator individual values are transformed by arithmetic operations
and then added together to give “synthetic indicators” of comparable size.

• The synthetic indicators of the productive, social and agro-environmental
functions are gathered for the four types of orchards in the table II.

• The table II puts in evidence that the functions of the different types 
of orchards seem intuitively in accordance with the expected results 
for social and agro-environmental functions, although a low number 
of indicators are used compared to the 42 indicators of the IDEA 
method (Villain et al. 2008). Agro-environmental functions are lower 
in the large orchards mainly focused on export production. The type (3)
orchard provides more productive and social functions that the types (1),
(2) and  (4). 
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kA previous typology has classified the mango orchards in four types:  (1) No-input

mango diversified orchards; (2) Low-input mango orchards; (3) Medium-input 

citrus predominant orchards; (4) Medium-input large mango or citrus predominant

orchards (Grechi et al. 2013). The functions are defined with respect to user

expectations (farmers, breeders, walkers, inhabitants, local representatives, territory

administrator). The objective is to compare the functions of the four types of orchards.
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What is the multifunctionality of the mango orchards in Senegal? 

Results - Discussion
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It seems possible to re-analyze an agronomic survey in a 
multifunctional approach which allows to better characterize the 
assets of orchards in a rural area. 

Conclusions

Productive
 

Social Agro-
 environmental 

(1)  No-input mango diversified orchards 9.4 6.1 15.1 

(2)  Low-input mango orchards 11.0 5.9 13.0 

(3)  Medium-input citrus-predominant orchards 13.0 7.8 

 Functions

12.1 

(4)  Medium-input large mango or citrus predominant orchards 10.2 5.3 8.4 

Table I. The functions and the 13 selected indicators of the Niayes area orchards.

Table II. Synthetic indicators of functions for the 4 types of orchards 
in Niayes area (Senegal).
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Defensive hedge around 
a mango orchard.
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Carrot and onion in type 2 mango orchard of local variety Dieg Bougatt. © Paterne Diatta

Rejuvenation wood in mango orchard type 4. ©  Paterne Diatta

Mango orchard (type 4)
in Keur Sega for the

export market.
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Strawberry and lettuce in citrus orchard type 3. ©  Paterne Diatta


